
Posters for the PSB Student Day  

1. ALI Salyha (ILL): “X-ray and neutron crystallographic studies on pectate lyase” 

2. CHABROL Eric (IBS) : Mutations in Langerin carbohydrate domain affectBirbeck granule 
structure and its functionby two different types of destabilisation. 

3. DELVECCHIO Manuela (EMBL): "Mechanisms of regulation of the CBP/p300 acetyltransferase" 

4. DESFOSSES Ambroise (UVHCI): ” New insights into the structure of measles virus 
nucleocapsid” 

5. DESRAVINES Danielle (EMBL): “Structural and functional approaches towards new inhibitors of 
HDAC7”  

6. GILLESPIE Shona (ILL): “Neutron diffraction studies of the pH effects upon the structure of 
thaumatin” 

7. GIORDANO Rita (ESRF):  “Toward multi-samples data collection for macromolecular crystals: 
frozen crystals non-isomorphism“ 

8. FARO Aline (IBS): "Photo-switching mechanism of Enhanced Yellow Fluorescence Protein" 

9. IVAN Ivanov (UVHCI):   "Structure assembly and dynamics of RNS viral replication complexe" 

10. LEYRAT Cédric (UVHCI):  "Experimental and computational studies of rabies and vesicular 
stomatitis virus nucleoprotein-phosphoprotein interactions" 

11. MARINONI Elodie (IBS):  "Study of S-Adenosyl-L-methionine radical proteins involved in protein 
active site maturation" 

12. MARTINEZ Nicolas (UVHCI): “Structural caracterization of a chaperone-client protein complex: 
Fha30-par27” 

13. MATHIOUDAKIS Nikolaos (EMBL):  “"Structural and functional insights into Tdrd1: novel players 
in the piRNA pathway"” 

14. NIE Yan (EMBL):  “Structural Molecular Biology of Human TFIID Complexes” 

15. PANWAR Pankaj (IBS):  "Structural and functional studies on ADP/ATP Carrier". 

16. SELE Céleste (UVHCI):  “Structural and biochemical study of the A20R, D4R and E9L proteins of 
the Vaccinia Virus” 

17. TALON Romain (IBS): "Lanthanoid complexes as new tools for X-ray structure determination of 
biological macromolecules: application to large protein complexes and membrane proteins." 

18. VIOLA Cristina (EMBL): ” Structural and functional characterization of TAF2: A subunit of the 
general transcription factor TFIID.” 

19. Xiol Jordi (EMBL) : “MOV10-like is an essential piRNA biogenesis factor” 

20. CONNELL Bridgette (IBS):  “Structural Basis of the gp120 - mCD4-HS Interaction and 
improvement of this molecule as an HIV-1 entry inhibitor”  

21. SEVAJOL Marion (IBS): “Structural and biochemical study of ELMO” 


